
Kingdom Hunter Lord Coin(LDC) WHITEPAPER

Introduction

LordCoin(LDC) is a digital asset linked to the WEMIX blockchain platform that can be exchanged with in-game currency
that can be used to enjoy in-game contents and purchase items on Kingdom Hunter.

- Kingdom Hunter

Kingdom Hunter is a mobile strategy TCG game where players become the Lord of their own Kingdom, commanding over

140 unique Heroes to defeat enemies on a vast World Map..

In Kingdom Hunter, players can enjoy the essence of a strategy game to the fullest through a variety of unique systems,

such as prisoner acquisition and persuasion, Prestige Points, training Hero skills, intimacy ranking, unique equipment,

Alliances, and more.

Lord Coin Issuance and Usage Plan

- Max Lord Coin Issuance : 1,000,000,000 LordCoin (1 Billion)

- Max Daily Lord Coin Issuance: 1,000,000 LordCoin (1 Million)

- Token Vesting

Category Quantities Total Supply Cliff period

Game Operation
Ecosystem 660,000,000 66% N/A

Marketing 120,000,000 12% Release on Demand

De-Fi 110,000,000 11% Release on Demand

Team Reward 40,000,000 4% lineary over 3 years

Platform Operation 70,000,000 7% N/A

Total 1,000,000,000 100%



P&E-related Currency

Kingdom Hunter users can earn Runestone, which is an in-game currency that can be exchanged for Lord Coins.

- Obtain Runestone

Kingdom Hunter players can acquire Runestones while playing the game through gathering, daily mission
rewards, selected achievement rewards, dungeon box rewards, alliance ranking rewards (weekly), and various
event rewards.

- Runestone Usage

In Kingdom Hunter, Runestones can be used in various ways to satisfy being a powerful Lord, such as
upgrading Heroes, healing wounds, preventing prisoners from escaping, and developing and upgrading special
buildings in your Kingdom.

- Runestone → Lord Coin

Runestone can be traded for Lord Coins through an in-game exchange that opens when certain missions are

completed.

When exchanging Runestone for Lord Coin, a separate fee is incurred, and the daily exchange limit per user at

the in-game exchange is 10 Lord Coin.

The default exchange rate is 10,000 Runestone: 1 Lord Coin (excluding commission), and the exchange rate may change
according to the in-game economy status.

- Lord Coin→ Runestone

There is no exchange fee or daily exchange limit incurred on Lord Coin -> Runestones trade.

- Lord Coin Current Price

The current price of Lord Coin can be found by checking pwemix in the WEMIX Wallet.

- Lord Coin Base Price

The base price is the reference pwemix uses to determine the value of Lord Coin, which changes according to demand.



Lord Coin (LDC) Characteristics

Lord Coin is an in-game token that can be useful and diversify Kingdom Hunter users. Lord Coin can be
exchanged using Runestones, which is the in-game currency utilized for the game’s main content.

* This Policy is not legally enforceable nor binding and may be amended as necessary, depending on the circumstances
of game service.


